On the maximal rank in a subspace of matrices LET M n (F) be the space of n x n matrices over a field F, and let W be a linear subspace of ft/^iF).
LET M n (F) be the space of n x n matrices over a field F, and let W be a linear subspace of ft/^iF).
Flanders [2] proved that if dim W>m and |Fj>r + l, then W contains a matrix of rank >r. He also characterized the subspaces W such that dim W = m and W contains no matrix of rank >r.
In this note we prove a lower bound on the maximal rank attained in a subspace of matrices (Theorem 1). We then use this bound to derive Flanders' results (Theorems 2 and 3) without restrictions on F.
Let [n] denote {1,..., n}, and let < be the lexicographic order on
, the location of A's lexicographically first non-zero entry:
A m } of n x n matrices, construct an n x n matrix B as follows: B(k, l) = l if (fc, l) = p(A i ) for some l=£i=£m, and B(k, 0 = 0 otherwise.
Denote by p(si) the minimal number of lines in B (a line is either a row or a column) which cover all l's in B. But detQ^lxfDJ^O, so (2) implies that U" 1 , x,D, and X^l x,D,+D r cannot both be singular.
• We return to the proof of the theorem. By the claim £y-i XjD, is non-singular for some x^'s, and therefore 2T-1 ^Bj = Q?/-i XJDJ)C is also non-singular. This implies that rank (£j-i XjA^^r. I The next result had been proved by Flanders [2], for \F\ > r +1: THEOREM 
If W is a subspace of MniF), and dim W>m, then W contains a matrix of rank > r. H
Proof. Choose a basis si = {A,,..., A,} of W. By performing a gaussian elimination on {Aj,..., A,} (regarding them as n 2 dimensional vectors), we may assume that pCA]),..., p(A,) are all distinct. Since a line in a matrix covers n entries, we cannot cover p(A^),..., p(A,) by less than tin lines. Therefore p(si)^tln>r, which by Theorem 1 implies that W = span .si contains a matrix of rank >r.
• Next we discuss a certain extremal case of Theorem 2. Let F" be the space of n -tuples over F. Denote by x®yeM n (F), the Kronecker product of x.yeF". For A,B<=F", let A<8>B = span{x<8>y: xeA, yeB}.
The following result had been proved by Flanders [2] , under the assumptions |Fl^r + l and char(F)^2. Atkinson Proof. We have to show that B^fc, 0 = 0 for / ^ ;' and r +1 =£ k =e n (for ls=fc«r this is known). Since our claim is invariant under row and column permutations, it suffices to prove it for specific i, j, k, I (which satisfy Ii= j and r +1 *£ks£n), say i=j = r, k = l = r + l. That is, we show that B rT ( 
Then Ipep Q(r +1, r +1) = 0. It is clear that the sets P = {(1,1), (2, 2),..., (r-2, r-2), (r-1, r), (r, r-1)} (P = {(1,1)} for r = 1), and P x = PU{(r, r)}, both satisfy (4),
